The Early Age Hydration Products and Mechanical Properties of Cement Paste Containing GBFS under Steam Curing Condition
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Abstract: The hydration products and strength of cement pastes incorporated with ground blast furnace slag (GBFS) (0% and 20% replacement) have been investigated under steam curing condition (80 °C for 7 h and 7 d) in comparison with normal curing condition (moist curing for 28 d). The results show that, during the initial 80 °C steam curing for 7 h, in addition to the filler effect, GBFS is still involved in cement hydration. The abundant available Al phase and Mg phase in GBFS promote the formation of flake-like hydrotalcite, foil-like C-(A)-S-H gels, as well as equant grain-shaped C-(A)-S-H gels. Prolonging the steam curing time to 7 d further improves the formation of hydrogarnet. Since the formation of both hydrogarnet and hydrotalcite can consume the available Al, steam curing for 7 d seems to favor the formation of low Al C-(A)-S-H gels. In addition, due to the formation of a large amount of hydration products, the influence of 20% GBFS addition on the demolding strength of initial steam-cured cement mortar (80 °C for 7 h) is almost negligible. However, further extending the steam curing time to 7 d increases the strength gap between 20% GBFS blended cement mortar and pure cement mortar, and the related mechanism is discussed.
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1. Introduction

Prefabricated concrete elements have attracted more attention due to their advantages of shortening construction time, reducing construction cost, and improving the construction quality of buildings [1], and are widely used in cross-sea bridges and municipal engineering. Currently, they account for around 20% of the world’s total concrete production. In order to shorten the manufacturing cycle and improve the early strength of prefabricated concrete elements, steam curing is one of the common measures adopted [1,2]. Although steam curing accelerates the early hydration of cement, the “Hot Damage Effect (HDE)” triggered by thermal treatment will cause heterogeneous distribution of hydration products and form more micro-cracks and pores, resulting in higher permeability which is detrimental to the durability of concrete [3–5].

To alleviate the adverse effects of HDE and improve the durability of prefabricated components, previous studies have focused on improving steam curing regime and the use of supplementary cementitious material (SCM) to replace portions of cement. Typical steam curing regime is generally composed of a pre-curing period, heating period, constant temperature curing period, as well as the following cooling period [6]. It is reported that prolonging the time in the pre-curing period, slowing down the heating rate in the heating period, reducing the temperature in the constant temperature curing period, and adopting a lower cooling rate, have been proved to be effective in reducing the adverse effects brought on by steam curing [6–8]. In addition, it should be noted that subsequent curing also plays an important role in the performance development of steam-cured concrete, and a
positive correlation between adequate subsequent curing and better macro-performance has been found. Liu et al. [9] investigated that, in comparison with subsequent air curing, subsequent wet curing (including moist curing, water curing, as well as saturated lime water curing) is competitive in improving the pore structure of steam cured concrete, and the longer the subsequent wet curing time, the more effective it is to improve the durability of steam-cured concrete to a certain extent. In the process of steam curing, the covering measures of the concrete surface are also very important to the durability of concrete. Shi et al. [6] found that since a geotextile can use adsorbed water to replenish the concrete when the concrete is short of water, the concrete covered with a geotextile is denser than that covered with plastic film.

With the improvement of steam curing regimes, the role of SCM in improving the durability of steam-cured concrete has attracted a growing concern. Escalante-Garcia et al. [10] revealed that the raised temperature reduces the hydration degree of neat cement in the longer term; however, the presence of SCM is expected to change its hydration patterns. Wang et al. [11] indicated that fly ash (FA) addition lowers not only the drying shrinkage, but also the autogenous shrinkage of steam-cured concrete. Chen et al. [12] revealed that adding both metakaolin and limestone powder can reduce the sorptivity and improve the mechanical properties of the steam-cured concrete. Liu et al. [13] presented that in comparison with steam curing 80 °C for 8 h, steam curing 60 °C for 11 h can help concrete incorporated with phosphorus slag gain an ideal demolding strength and chloride permeability. The authors’ investigation showed that adding lithium slag can improve demolding strength, ferronickel slag incorporation can promote the late strength, while steel slag addition is detrimental to the strength of steam-cured concrete [14–16]. Although these three SCMs have little influence on hydration products, they can improve the sulfate resistance of steam-cured concrete. However, compared with the SCMs mentioned above, ground blast furnace slag (GBFS) is the most widely used in prefabricated components at present [17–19].

The abundant amorphous phases endow GBFS with high pozzolanic reactivity, which is helpful to repair the thermal damage and compensate for strength loss caused by elevated temperature curing [20]. Escalante-Garcia et al. [10] reported that the presence of GBFS accelerates the hydration of alite from very early stages. A lower CH content appeared in 60 °C cured GBFS blended cement paste compared to that cured at normal curing suggested that the elevated temperature favors the pozzolanic reaction of GBFS in the early stages of hydration. Barnett et al. [21] implied that the early age strength of mortar blended with high level GBFS is much more sensitive to temperature; even a 10 °C increase can considerably enhance the mortar strength, so that its strength gained at 40~50 °C is basically equivalent to that pure cement mortar after 3 days. Yu et al. [22] found that the combination of GBFS and FA not only reduced the temperature difference between inside and outside of the specimen, but also lessened the concrete expansion caused by steam curing. Zhuang et al. [23] noted that large amounts of ultrafine slag contribute to better demolding strength, higher sulfate resistance, as well as lower permeability of steam-cured concrete.

Although GBFS addition can improve the durability of steam-cured concrete, the effect of GBFS on the early properties of steam-cured concrete, especially the early hydration products and mechanical properties, is still unclear. Generally, precast concrete is used immediately after demolding; therefore, the effect of GBFS on early age hydration products and mechanical properties is very important to understand the action mechanism of GBFS in steam-cured concrete.

GBFS contains around 10.6~15.1% Al₂O₃ and 8.0~9.4% MgO [1,20–23]. How such a large amount of Al₂O₃ and MgO affect the hydration products and microstructure of concrete during steam curing is rarely reported. Therefore, the hydration product composition and mechanical properties of GBFS-incorporated cement paste were studied under the conditions of steam curing (80 °C for 7 h and 7 d) compared with that of normal curing (standard curing for 28 d). This investigation revealed that the GBFS
addition promoted the uptake of Al by C-S-H gels and the formation of hydrotalcite at elevated temperatures, and that the extension of steam curing time would further promote the production of hydrogarnet. These results are helpful for understanding the action mechanism of GBFS in steam-cured concrete.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Materials

The cement used was PII52.5 Portland cement (PC) with loss-on-ignition (LOI) of 2.4% and specific surface area of 356 m²/kg. Type S95 GBFS with LOI of 2.1% and specific surface area of 536 m²/kg was used. The chemical compositions of PC and GBFS tested by XRF are shown in Table 1. The particle size distribution curves of cement and GBFS determined by a Microtrac S3500 laser particle size analyzer are shown in Figure 1. The maximum particle size of GBFS was 44.7 μm, and the average particle size was 6.34 μm, which was much smaller than the corresponding value (422.2 μm and 16.1 μm) in PC.

Table 1. Chemical composition of PC and GBFS, wt. %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxide</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>SO₃</th>
<th>Fe₂O₃</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>64.47</td>
<td>20.87</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBFS</td>
<td>44.40</td>
<td>29.56</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Particle size distribution of PC and GBFS.

The XRD analysis of the GBFS is shown in Figure 2. The GBFS was mainly composed of amorphous phase, which is responsible for its latent hydraulic or pozzolanic reactivity. Generally, the average amount of glassy phase in GBFS is often above 90% [24]; thus, the reactivity of GBFS was higher than other SCM. The 28 d strength activity index of GBFS used in this investigation reached 103%, which meets the requirements of Type S95 GBFS.

2.2. Sample Preparation and Test Methods

Previous studies have shown that the optimal substitution level of GBFS in cement is 10~20% [25]; therefore, 0% and 20% replacement were considered in this investigation. Under the condition of water-binder ratio of 0.3 [26], the cement paste was prepared according to the mix proportion in Table 2. In order to simulate the actual curing regime on site and activate the reactivity of GBFS, 80 °C steam curing for 7 h (S7h, steam curing at constant 80 °C for 7 h), and 80 °C steam curing for 7 d (S7d, steam curing at constant 80 °C for 7 d) were adopted in comparison with the condition of standard curing for 28 d (N28d, cured at 20 ± 2 °C, and relative humidity larger than 95% for 28 d). The corresponding steam curing regime can be referred to in Figure 3. The hydration of specimens at corresponding ages was terminated with anhydrous ethanol, then dried at 60 °C for 24 h in a vacuum-drying
oven. Subsequently, the composition of hydration products in the cement paste containing GBFS were determined by XRD, SEM-EDS, and TG-DTG.

![XRD result of GBFS](image)

**Figure 2.** XRD result of GBFS.

**Table 2.** Mix proportion (wt. %) and physical properties of GBFS blended cement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>GBFS</th>
<th>Water Demand (wt. %)</th>
<th>Setting Times (h: min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Initial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>2:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>2:45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Steam curing regime](image)

**Figure 3.** The regime for steam curing.

According to the mix proportion in Table 2, mortars with the same curing condition were prepared (binder: water: standard sand = 1:0.5:3). The mechanical properties of cement mortar were carried out according to Chinese standard GB/T 17671-1999. For steam-cured samples, mechanical properties were tested after demolding, whereas strength tests for standard cured samples were performed after 28 d of moist curing. The basic physical properties of PC and GBFS blended cement are also shown in Table 2, in which the shorter setting time of G20 is related to the larger specific surface area and the higher content of SO₃ in GBFS.

XRD test: the composition of GBFS and the hydration products in hardened cement paste were checked using a D8-Discover X-ray diffractometer (XRD) using CuKa1 radiation, 40 kV voltage, and 36 mA current with the scanning speed of 3°/min.

SEM-EDS test: the fresh and dry fracture surfaces of mortars were observed using a Sirion (FEI) field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM), and the related composi-
tions were checked by energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS). It is worth noting that the samples were dried and sprayed with gold before the SEM-EDS test.

TG-DTG test: STA 449 F3 Jupiter® was used to carry out TG/DTG by heating cement paste from room temperature to 1000 °C at 10 °C/min under nitrogen atmosphere.

3. Results

3.1. XRD Analysis of Hydration Products

Figure 4 shows the XRD patterns of the hydration products of pure cement paste and composite cement paste blended with 20% GBFS, under steam curing condition and 28 d standard curing condition.

![Figure 4. XRD of cement pastes under various curing conditions](image)

In addition to the C-S-H gels, the hydration products of pure cement paste (Figure 4a) under the condition of steam curing for 7 h included Ca(OH)₂, monosulfoaluminate hydrate (AFm), and semi-carbonate (Ca₄Al₂O₆(CO₃)₀.₅(OH)×11.5H₂O). Different from steam curing for 7 h, hydrogarnet (C₃ASH₄) was formed in pure cement paste under steam curing for 7 d, while ettringite (AFt) was formed under standard curing for 28 d. Since AFt is unstable at elevated temperatures, there is no AFt produced under steam curing. Limestone powder is a common filler for cement, and consequently, the formation of semi-carbonates was found in pure cement paste, regardless of curing conditions.

From Figure 4b, it can be seen that the main hydration products of blended cement paste incorporated with GBFS were C-S-H gel, CH, AFt, AFm, and Mg₄Al₂(OH)₁₄·3H₂O (hydrotalcite) at normal curing for 28 d, which is consistent with the study of Chen et al. [27].
Apart from C-S-H gels, the hydration products of 57h G20 also presented CH, AFm, and hydrotalcite. When the steam curing time was extended to 7 d, hydrogarnet appeared too. Nonetheless, AFt is unstable and will convert into AFm at 80 °C, the traces of AFt were still observed, which may be related to the high SO₃ content in GBFS [14].

The reactivity of GBFS principally depends on its source, chemical composition, pre-treatment process (e.g., the content of amorphous phases, structure, cooling rate, particle size, etc.), and the pore solution of hardened cement paste [28]. In addition, it also depends on the curing temperature and the replacement level of GBFS. Under the conditions of higher curing temperature (>50 °C) and lower substitution ratio (<20%), cement paste can release a large amount of Ca(OH)₂, under such a high temperature and high alkali environment, GBFS dissolves quickly and has a high reactivity [29]. In this investigation, the more amorphous phase and higher specific surface area ensured the higher reactivity of GBFS under 80 °C steam curing [30]. In particular, GBFS contains a high content of reactive Al and Mg phases, which can affect the composition and type of hydration products; in consequence, hydrotalcite is generated under the condition of steam curing. It has been reported that hydrotalcite has a good chloride ion binding ability [31]. Moreover, the formation of hydrotalcite consumes the available Al that should be involved in AFm precipitation; thus, it reduces the content of AFm which can react with the intruded sulfate, and thereby improves the sulfate resistance [32].

Hydrogarnet (C₃AH₆) is transformed from metastable phases CAH₁₀, C₂AH₈, and C₄AH₁₃. This conversion rate is positively correlated with temperature: this conversion rate is slow at 5 °C, and very fast at temperatures above 50 °C. This transformation will lead to the decrease of solid volume and the increase of porosity [33]; therefore, the formation of hydrogarnet will result in the loss of late strength of high-aluminate cement or high-temperature cured concrete. It is worth noting that, due to the high content of SiO₂ in cement and the use of Si-rich SCMs, hydrogarnet in cement and concrete often exists in the form of C₃ASH₄, and its chemical formula is between C₃AH₆~C₃AS₃ [34]. Based on this, in order to avoid the formation of hydrogarnet phase, high-aluminate cement is often mixed with Si-rich additives, such as 40~60% GBFS or 17~20% natural zeolite [35], so that the C₂ASH₈ phase is preferred to form instead of hydrogarnet, thus avoiding the reduction of strength. At the same time, increasing the ratio of metakaolin to cement or the ratio of reactive Si to reactive Al in composite cement at room temperature is also conducive to the generation of C₂ASH₈ phase instead of C₄AH₁₃, thus inhibiting the transformation of C₄AH₁₃ to hydrogarnet [36]. Nevertheless, whether increasing GBFS content can avoid or reduce the formation of hydrogarnet in blended cement under long-term high temperature curing needs further investigation.

3.2. Morphology and Composition of Hydration Products Determined by SEM-EDS
3.2.1. Hydration Products under 80 °C Steam Curing for 7 h

The hydration products of pure cement paste and composite cement paste mixed with 20% GBFS under the condition of steam curing for 7 h are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 5, the hydration products of steam-cured 7 h pure cement paste were mainly loose fibrous C-S-H gels (Figure 5a), flake CH (Figure 5c), accompanied by many pores (Figure 5a,c).
in cement and the use of Si-rich SCMs, hydrogarnet in cement and concrete often exists in the form of C₃ASH₄, and its chemical formula is between C₃AH₆~C₃AS₃[34]. Based on this, in order to avoid the formation of hydrogarnet phase, high-aluminate cement is often mixed with Si-rich additives, such as 40~60% GBFS or 17~20% natural zeolite [35], so that the C₂ASH₈ phase is preferred to form instead of hydrogarnet, thus avoiding the reduction of strength. At the same time, increasing the ratio of metakaolin to cement or the ratio of reactive Si to reactive Al in composite cement at room temperature is also conducive to the generation of C₂ASH₈ phase instead of C₄AH₁₃, thus inhibiting the transformation of C₄AH₁₃ to hydrogarnet [36]. Nevertheless, whether increasing GBFS content can avoid or reduce the formation of hydrogarnet in blended cement under long-term high temperature curing needs further investigation.

3.2. Morphology and Composition of Hydration Products Determined by SEM-EDS

3.2.1. Hydration Products under 80 °C Steam Curing for 7 h

As can be seen from Figure 5, the hydration products of steam-cured 7-h pure cement paste were mainly loose fibrous C-S-H gels (Figure 5a), flake CH (Figure 5c), accompanied by many pores (Figure 5a,c).

Figure 5. SEM images of pure cement paste after 80 °C steam curing for 7 h, (a) fibrous C-S-H gels; (b) EDS result of area 1; (c) pores. Note: Wt% represents the mass percentage, At% represents the atomic percentage.

As shown in Figure 6, in addition to fibrous C-S-H gels (Figure 6a), foil-like and equant grain-shaped C-S-H gels also appeared in cement-GBFS composite binder (Figure 6c). As can be seen from Figure 6d, the presence of Al and Mg have influenced the formation of C-S-H gels, which are considered to be responsible for the morphology change of C-S-H gels. In addition, flake-like hydration products (Figure 6e) were produced. According to its EDS result (Figure 6f), it contains high contents of Mg and Al, and its Mg/Al ratio is 1.67, close to 2; accordingly, it can be speculated that it is hydrotalcite (Mg₄Al₂(OH)₁₄·₃H₂O), which can be confirmed by the XRD results shown in Figure 4b. However, due to the short hydration time, there are still many pores in the GBFS-cement composite binder, as shown in Figure 6g.

Under the condition of 80 °C steam curing, a large amount of OH⁻ released by cement hydration can quickly invade into the network structure of amorphous phase in GBFS, dissolve Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ in the Ca-rich phase, and interact with Si⁴⁺ and Al³⁺ in the Si-rich phase, and thereby form C-S-H and C-A-H [37]. Additionally, in comparison with C-S-H gels in pure cement paste (Figure 5b), the uptake of Al in C-S-H gels in GBFS-blended cement paste is more evident and has been reported [38], which suggested that the C-(A)-S-H gels formation is easier in GBFS-blended cement under steam curing. Although the trace of Mg was also found in the EDS results (Figure 6b,d), it was still difficult to prove the uptake of Mg by C-S-H gels due to the different structure between M-S-H and C-S-H gels [38], and further study is needed to determine the role of Mg in the C-S-H gels formation. Moreover, according to the EDS results in S7h (Figures 5b and 6b,d), the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H gels was around 2.17~2.49, indicating that the hydration degree of cement paste after steam curing for 7 h was relatively high, which is related to the accelerated cement hydration at steam curing.
Figure 6. SEM images of cement-GBFS composite binder after 80 °C steam curing for 7 h, (a) fibrous C-S-H gels; (b) EDS result of area 2; (c) foil-like and equant grain-shaped C-S-H gels; (d) EDS result of area 3; (e) flake-like hydrotalcite; (f) EDS result of area 4; (g) pores.

3.2.2. Hydration Products under 80 °C Steam Curing for 7 d

The hydration products of pure cement paste and cement-GBFS composite binder under steam curing for 7 days are shown in Figures 7 and 8, separately. The hydration products of pure cement paste were mainly fibrous C-S-H gels (Figure 7a) and flake CH (Figure 7c), and obvious cracks occurred after a long time of steam curing (Figure 7c). In addition, the hydration products of spherical particles with the approximate size of 1 µm were generated, as shown in Figure 7c. Combined with the morphology [39] and the XRD results in Figure 4a, it can be confirmed that it is hydrogarnet.
3.2.2. Hydration Products under 80 °C Steam Curing for 7 d

The hydration products of pure cement paste and cement-GBFS composite binder under steam curing for 7 days are shown in Figures 7 and 8, separately. The hydration products of pure cement paste were mainly fibrous C-S-H gels (Figure 7a) and flake CH (Figure 7c), and obvious cracks occurred after a long time of steam curing (Figure 7c). In addition, the hydration products of spherical particles with the approximate size of 1 μm were generated, as shown in Figure 7c. Combined with the morphology [39] and the XRD results in Figure 4a, it can be confirmed that it is hydrogarnet.

![Figure 7](image1.png)

**Figure 7.** SEM images of pure cement paste after 80 °C steam curing for 7 d, (a) fibrous C-S-H gels; (b) EDS result of area 5; (c) spherical hydrogarnet and crack.

The morphology of C-S-H gels in S7d G20 was mainly fibrous (Figure 8a). In addition, 1–2 μm granular hydration products (Figure 8c) appeared, whose Ca/Al ratio (3.70) and Al/Si ratio (0.69) (Figure 8d) were close to the proportion of each element in C3ASH4. Consequently, combined with the results shown in Figure 4, it can be determined as hydrogarnet. However, it should be noted that the particle size of hydrogarnet in S7d G20 is larger than that in S7d Ref (1 μm), which may be related to the sufficient available Al in GBFS. At the same time, more obvious cracks in S7d G20 appeared, as shown in Figure 8e. In addition to long-term high temperature steam curing, whether it is also related to the production of more hydrogarnet needs to be further studied. Although steam curing is helpful for the uptake of Al by C-S-H gels, the prolongation of steam curing time seems to be more conducive to the formation of low-Al C-(A)-S-H gels (lower Al/Si ratio of C-(A)-S-H in Figure 6b,d compared to that in Figure 8b) which is attributed to more available Al participation in the formation of hydrotalcite and hydrogarnet at this time [40]. Furthermore, according to the EDS results in S7d (Figures 7b and 8b), the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H gels was around 1.88~2.08, lower than that in S7h, indicating that the hydration degree of cement paste under S7d is higher than S7h, which is undoubtedly related to the prolonged steam curing time. Generally, the average polymerization degree of C-S-H gels increases when its Ca/Si ratio decreases [41], and at the same time, the compressive strength of the C-S-H paste also increases [42].

3.2.3. Hydration Products under 28 d Standard Curing

Hydration products of pure cement paste and cement-GBFS composite binder are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. More hydration products (Figure 9a) appeared...
Al/Si ratio (0.69) (Figure 8d) were close to the proportion of each element in C₃ASH₄. Consequently, combined with the results shown in Figure 4, it can be determined as hydrogarnet. However, it should be noted that the particle size of hydrogarnet in S7d G20 is larger than that in S7d Ref (1 µm), which may be related to the sufficient available Al in GBFS. At the same time, more obvious cracks in S7d G20 appeared, as shown in Figure 8e. In addition to long-term high temperature steam curing, whether it is also related to the production of more hydrogarnet needs to be further studied. Although steam curing is helpful for the uptake of Al by C-S-H gels, the prolongation of steam curing time seems to be more conducive to the formation of low-Al C-(A)-S-H gels (lower Al/Si ratio of C-(A)-S-H in Figure 6b,d compared to that in Figure 8b) which is attributed to more available Al participation in the formation of hydrotalcite and hydrogarnet at this time [40]. Furthermore, according to the EDS results in S7d (Figures 7b and 8b), the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H gels was around 1.88–2.08, lower than that in S7h, indicating that the hydration degree of cement paste under S7d is higher than S7h, which is undoubtedly related to the prolonged steam curing time. Generally, the average polymerization degree of C-S-H gels increases when its Ca/Si ratio decreases [41], and at the same time, the compressive strength of the C-S-H paste also increases [42].

3.2.3. Hydration Products under 28 d Standard Curing

Hydration products of pure cement paste and cement-GBFS composite binder are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. More hydration products (Figure 9a) appeared in pure cement paste after 28 d normal curing, and the C-S-H gel interwoven with CH made the structure relatively compact (Figure 9b).

![Figure 9. SEM images of pure cement paste after standard curing for 28 d, (a) reticular C-S-H gels and CH; (b) reticular C-S-H gels and CH; (c) EDS result of area 8.](image-url)
Different from C-S-H gels in pure cement paste, fibrous and equant grain-shaped C-S-H (Figure 10a,c) and CH with smaller particle size (Figure 10a) appeared in standard-cured GBFS-blended cement paste. Furthermore, flake-like hydrotalcite was observed in Figure 10c,e, which agrees with the above XRD results. In accordance with the research of most studies, adding mineral powder can reduce the porosity of concrete and densify its microstructure (Figure 10f). It is interesting to note that tadpole-like and fibrous products also were produced in GBFS-mixed cement paste (Figure 10g). It can be seen from Figure 10h that this product was mainly composed of C, Ca, and O; thus, it can be
determined as CaCO$_3$. The formation of tadpole-like CaCO$_3$ may be related to the use of anhydrous ethanol to terminate the hydration of the sample in this investigation [43]. It is well known that CaCO$_3$ usually has three types of structures: calcite, aragonite, and vaterite, with cubic, spherical, fibrous, flake, and petal-like morphologies, etc. [43]. The morphology of CaCO$_3$ is mainly affected by the pH value, foreign ions (Mg$^{2+}$, etc.), organic additives (alcohols, acids, amino acids, proteins, and sugars), and the supersaturation degree of the solution [43], of which alcohol additives mainly affect the morphology of CaCO$_3$ by affecting the dielectric constant of the medium, the attraction between ions and the interaction between solute and solvent [43].

Furthermore, according to the EDS results in N28d (Figures 9c and 10b), the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H gels was around 1.94–2.71, which is similar to that in S7h, but lower than that in S7d, indicating that the hydration degree of cement paste in N28d is similar to that of S7h, but slightly lower than that of S7d.

3.3. Hydration Products Determined by TG/DTG Analysis

Figure 11 shows the TG/DTG curve of pure cement paste and GBFS-blended cement pastes under different curing conditions. As can be seen from Figure 11, under the conditions of S7h and N28d, the type of hydration products in Ref and G20 are basically the same. In comparison with the condition of S7h and N28d, the weight loss of pure cement paste at 300–390 °C under the condition of S7d is more obvious (Figure 11a), and it is reported that the weight loss between this interval is mainly caused by the decomposition of hydrogarnet [44], which closely matches the above XRD and SEM results. However, compared with Ref, the weight loss in G20 at 300–390 °C is more significant, which is related to the formation of hydrotalcite in addition to the hydrogarnet generation in G20 under S7d curing conditions. Furthermore, it can be seen that, due to the high SO$_3$ content in GBFS, there is still a small amount of ettringite in the steam-cured GBFS-mixed cement pastes.

The non-evaporable water and CH content of Ref and G20, calculated by using the mass loss of samples in specific temperature ranges in Figure 11, are tabulated in Table 3 [14]. Under the conditions of S7h and N28d, the non-evaporable water and CH content of G20 were basically the same, indicating that early steam curing promoted the reaction between cement and GBFS, which made its hydration degree equal to that of standard-cured for 28 d.

| Table 3. Total mass loss, non-evaporable water, and CH content of cement pastes, wt.% |
|-----------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|-----|
| Samples | Mass Loss | Non-Evaporable Water | CH |
| S7h     | 18.43     | 20.13            | 19.34 |
| Ref     | S7d       | 20.75            | 23.72           | 24.07 |
| N28d    | 20.73     | 23.69            | 20.00           |
| G20     | S7h       | 19.29            | 21.52           | 13.40 |
|         | S7d       | 21.45            | 24.93           | 18.74 |
|         | N28d      | 19.26            | 21.47           | 13.29 |

In addition, under the conditions of S7h, S7d, and N28d, the non-evaporable water of G20 reached 106.9%, 105.1%, and 90.6% that of Ref, respectively, revealing that GBFS addition promotes the hydration of steam-cured pure cement paste, which is related to both the high content of SO$_3$ and the high activity of GBFS [45]. Under the above three curing conditions, the CH content of G20 was 69.3%, 77.9%, and 66.5% that of Ref, respectively. It suggests that GBFS participates in the cement hydration and consumes CH under steam curing condition, especially at steam curing for 7 h; however, prolonging the steam curing time from 7 h to 7 d is not conducive to the further reduction in the ratio of CH content in G20 to that in Ref (77.9%).
Figure 11. TG / DTG curves of Ref (a) and G20 (b) under different curing conditions.

3.4. Mechanical Property

The strengths of GBFS-blended cement mortar and pure cement mortar under various curing conditions are shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that the compressive strength of G20 mortar under three curing conditions were all lower than that of Ref mortar. The strength activity index (the strength ratio of G20 mortar to Ref mortar under the same curing condition) under various curing conditions was 92.6%, 82.0%, and 99.7%, respectively, while the corresponding flexural strength activity index was 103.1%, 81.9%, and 109.1%, separately. Despite the fact that the compressive strength activity index of S7h G20 mortar was lower than that of N28d, the difference was slight, indicating that early steam curing improves the hydration activity of GBFS, which is in good agreement with the result of non-evaporable water in Table 3. Although the non-evaporable water in S7d G20 is higher than that of S7d Ref (Table 3), the strength of G20 mortar was much lower than Ref, regardless of compressive strength or flexural strength. This may be related to the formation of a large number of hydrogarnet and more micro-cracks produced in GBFS-blended cement mortar during long-term steam curing (Figure 8e). It should be noted that, compared with compressive strength, flexural strength is more sensitive to cracks; therefore, although the compressive strength of G20 in S7d is higher than that in S7h, the flexural strength of G20 in S7d is less than that in S7h.
Figure 12. Strength of GBFS blended cement mortars, (a) compressive strength, (b) flexural strength.

Under the condition of standard curing for 28 d, G20 has the highest strength activity index including compressive strength and flexural strength, which is related to both the high content of non-evaporable water (Table 3) and its improved dense microstructure, as shown in Figure 10f. In addition, the G20 mortar has a high flexural strength under the conditions of S7h and N28d, which is attributed to the lower CH content, smaller crystal size of CH (Table 3 and Figure 10a) and the improved adherence at the aggregate-paste interface [30].

4. Discussion

The abundant amorphous phase content and the high specific surface area guarantee the high reactivity of GBFS; therefore, besides the filler effects, GBFS can also participate in cement hydration during 80 °C steam curing for 7 h. The presence of a high content of available Al₂O₃ and MgO not only changes the composition, but also changes the morphology of hydration products, so that hydrotalcite and the foil-like C-S-H gels were formed. Hydrotalcite can not only consolidate chloride ions, but also can consume the available Al phase required by ettringite formation during the ingress of sulfate; therefore, it is helpful to improve the durability of concrete [31,32]. In addition, a large amount of Al₂O₃ in GBFS will inevitably take part in the precipitation of C-S-H gels and form C-(A)-S-H gels under the condition of steam curing, so as to avoid being further sulfate attacked; therefore, the formation of C-(A)-S-H gels is also conducive to the improvement of sulfate resistance [15]. In addition, although the non-evaporable water of G20 under the conditions of S7h and N28d are basically the same, the strength of S7h G20 is much lower than N28d G20 due to the existence of pores under steam curing condition (Figure 6g).
Although the prolongation of steam curing time can improve the non-evaporable water, it also brings the risk of hydrogarnet (\(\text{C}_3\text{ASH}_4\)) formation, especially for the cement paste mixed with GBFS. Due to the large amount of available Al phase in GBFS, there is a high probability of aluminate hydrate formation which can be further converted to hydrogarnet in GBFS-mixed cement paste at elevated temperature. It is reported that hydrogarnet formation will cause the reduction of solid phase volume and increase the porosity of concrete [33], which is harmful to the strength improvement and durability of concrete. Accordingly, even though the hydration products of S7d G20 is more abundant (Table 3), its strength is still much lower than that of S7d Ref. Moreover, prolonging the steam curing time will also lead to the increase of cracks and is not conducive to the durability of concrete. Since the formation of hydrotalcite and hydrogarnet can consume the available Al, steam curing for 7 d seems to be more conducive to the formation of C-(A)-S-H with lower Al content than steam curing for 7 h in GBFS-blended cement paste [41].

Under standard curing for 28 d, the structure of G20 is denser and its strength is basically the same as that of Ref, due to both the pozzolanic effect and filler effect of GBFS. In addition, it is worth noting that GBFS incorporation can not only reduce the amount of CH, but also reduce the particle size of CH, so as to improve the structure of the interfacial transition zone and improve the flexural strength of G20 cured under both S7h and N28 conditions.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the influence of GBFS with high content \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) and MgO on the early age hydration products and mechanical properties of steam-cured concrete. The hydration products and mechanical properties of cement paste blended with GBFS (0% and 20% replacement) were studied under steam curing conditions (80 \(^\circ\text{C}\) for 7 h and 7 d) in comparison with standard curing conditions for 28 d. According to the above results, the conclusions are as follows:

(1) GBFS addition promotes the formation of flake-like hydrotalcite and foil-shaped, equant grain-shaped C-S-H gels, of which hydrotalcite helps to improve the durability of concrete. However, extending the steam curing time to 7 days, more hydrogarnet with larger sizes are further formed due to the higher content of available Al in the GBFS. The generation of hydrogarnet will induce the formation of cracks and increase the porosity, which is detrimental to strength development and durability of concrete.

(2) The enhanced uptake of Al by C-S-H gels in GBFS-blended cement paste under steam curing promotes the formation of C-(A)-S-H gels, and thereby reduces the Al phase that can react with sulfate under sulfate attack, which is helpful to improve the sulfate resistance of concrete. However, since the formation of hydrotalcite and hydrogarnet reduces the available Al, the prolongation of steam curing time (to 7 d) seems to be more conducive to the formation of low Al C-(A)-S-H gels.

(3) The non-evaporable water and CH content of GBFS-blended cement paste are basically the same under 80 \(^\circ\text{C}\) steam curing for 7 h and standard curing for 28 d, indicating that steam curing can significantly accelerate the interaction between cement and GBFS. Under the above three curing conditions, the compressive strength of G20 mortar is 92.6%, 82.0%, and 99.7% that of pure PC mortar, respectively, while the corresponding values for flexural strength are 103.1%, 81.9%, and 109.1%, separately. This indicates that 20% GBFS addition has almost no negative effect on the demolding strength under initial 80 \(^\circ\text{C}\) steam curing for 7 h; however, extending the steam curing time to 7 d increases the strength gap between 20% GBFS-blended cement mortar and pure cement mortar, which is related to the formation of hydrogarnet and cracks.
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